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I want to continue my metaphorical paradigm of last week in how I analyze current 
world events from a prophetic perspective.  My purpose is not to see the current 
emerging world crisis as the usual "end times" narrative but rather the end of the 
current world system in order to for the Lord to make room for the coming great 
revival of the discipling of the nations. 
 
In looking at the unfolding world tragedy of destruction it is not my purpose to incite 
either fear or traffic in sensationalism.  It is time for the church to prepare for the 
healing of the nations in the aftermath of what is coming on the earth. 
 
I find a useful parallel between the blowing of the 7 trumpets and march of Israel 
around the walls of Jericho prior to its fall analogous to the blowing of  the 7 trumpets 
in Revelation and after the "last trumpet sounds" the 7th trumpet, then the great 
declaration of heaven that Babylon is falling and the kingdoms of the this world are 
become the kingdoms of Christ and the saints. 
 
Within this analogy I see the fulfillment of the 6th trumpet as the times we are now 
living......the stoppage of the river Euphrates to prepare the way of the kings of the 
east to march on Babylon. (Rev. 16:12) Meaning Russia, China, and the associated 
coalition of nations now forming who are rebelling against western economic and 
military hegemony. 
 
So lets look at some notable developments I picked up this week that support my 
speculative prophetic interpretation..... 
 
Signs of World War 3 
 
I have said and Pope Francis said this week:  
ROME, June 14. /TASS/. World War 3 is already here, La Stampa quoted Pope 
Francis as saying on Tuesday. 
 
If it is indeed war beyond the shooting war in Ukraine there should be signs of 
sabotage and destruction behind enemy lines.  This would usually be done by what 
are known as "sleeper cells" activated when the war begins.   Well try this strange 
coincidence.    
 



In the last year someone has been trying to destroy and sabotage America's food 
supply.  Below is the list of America’s 96 food plants that have been destroyed, 
damaged or impacted by “accidental fires,”  explosions, disease (spreading avian flu), 
or general causes (like planes crashing into them) 

1. 4/30/21 Monmouth Smithfield Foods pork processing plant 
2. 7/25/21 Memphis Kellogg plant 
3. 8/13/21 JBS beef plant 
4. 8/24/21 Patak Meat Company 
5. 7/30/21 Tyson River Valley ingredient plant 
6. 10/21/21 Darigold plant 
7. 11/15/21 Garrard County food plant 
8. 11/29/21 Maid-Rite Steak Company 
9. 12/13/21 San Antonio food processing, West side Foods 
10. 1/7/22 Hamilton Mountain poultry processing 
Plant 
11. 1/13/22 Cargill-Nutrene feed mill. Lacombe, La 
12. 1/31/22 Winston-Salem fertilizer plant 
13. 2/3/22 Wisconsin River Meats 
14. 2/3/22 Percy dairy farm 
15. 2/5/22 Wisconsin River Meats processing facility destroyed by fire in Mauston, 
Wisconsin. 
16. 2/15/22 Bonanza Meat Company goes up in flames in El Paso, Texas 
17. 2/15/22 Shearer's Foods Food processing plant explodes in Hermiston, Oregon. 
18. 2/16/22 Indiana Louis-Dreyfus soy processing plant 
19. 2/18/22 Bess View Farms 
20. 2/19/22 Lincoln premiere poultry 
21. 2/22/22 Shearer's Foods potato chip plant 
22. 2/22/22 Fire destroys Deli Star Meat Plant in Fayetteville, Illinois. 
23. 2/28/22 nutrient AG Solutions fertilizer facility burns 
24. 2/28/22 Shadow Brook Farm & Dutch girl Creamery burns 
25. 3/4/22 294,800 chickens destroyed at farm in Stoddard, Missouri 
26. 3/4/22 644,000 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Cecil, Maryland 
27. 3/8/22 243,900 chickens destroyed at egg farm in New Castle, Delaware 
28. 3/10/22 663,400 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Cecil, Maryland 
29. 3/10/22 915,900 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Taylor, Iowa 
30. 3/14/22 Wayne Hoover dairy farm, barn full of vows burns 
31. 3/14/22 2,750,700 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Jefferson, Wisconsin 
32. 3/16/22 Walmart Distribution Center burns for 76 hours in Plainfield Ind. 
33. 3/16/22 Nestle Food Plant extensively damaged in fire and new production 
destroyed Jonesboro, Arkansas 
34. 3/17/22 5,347,500 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Buena Vista, Iowa 
35. 3/17/22 147,600 chickens destroyed at farm in Kent, Delaware 
36. 3/18/22 315,400 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Cecil, Maryland 
37. 3/19/22 Walmart Food Distribution center catches fire in Plainfield, Indiana 
38. 3/22/22 172,000 Turkeys destroyed on farms in South Dakota 
39. 3/22/22 570,000 chickens destroyed at farm in Butler, Nebraska 
40. 3/24/22 Major Fire at McCrum Potato Plant in Belfast, Maine. 
41. 3/24/22 418,500 chickens destroyed at farm in Butler, Nebraska 
42. 3/25/22 250,300 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Franklin, Iowa 



43. 3/26/22 311,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
44. 3/27/22 126,300 Turkeys destroyed in South Dakota 
45. 3/28/22 1,460,000 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Guthrie, Iowa 
46. 3/29/22 Maricopa, Az. Food Pantry burns down 50,000 pounds of Food destroyed 
in Maricopa, Arizona. 
47. 3/31/22 Rio Fresh Onion factory damaged by fire in San Juan, Texas. 
48. 3/31/22 76,400 Turkeys destroyed in Osceola, Iowa 
49. 3/31/22 5,011,700 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Osceola, Iowa 
50. 4/6/22 281,600 chickens destroyed at farm in Wayne, North Carolina 
51. 4/9/22 76,400 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
52. 4/9/22 208,900 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
53. 4/12/22 89,700 chickens destroyed at farm in Wayne, North Carolina 
54. 4/12/22 1,746,900 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Dixon, Nebraska 
55. 4/12/22 259,000 chickens destroyed at farm in Minnesota 
56. 4/13/22 Fire destroys East Conway Beef & Pork Meat Market in Conway, New 
Hampshire. 
57. 4/13/22 Plane crashes into Gem State Processing, Idaho potato and food 
processing plant 
58. 4/13/22 77,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
59. 4/14/22 Taylor Farms Food Processing plant burns down Salinas, California. 
60. 4/14/22 Salinas food processing plant 
61. 4/14/22 99,600 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
62. 4/15/22 1,380,500 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Lancaster, Minnesota 
63. 4/19/22 Azure Standard nation’s premier independent distributor of organic and 
healthy food, was destroyed by fire in Dufur, Oregon 
64. 4/19/22 339,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
65. 4/19/22 58,000 chickens destroyed at farm in Montrose, Colorado 
66. 4/20/22 2,000,000 chickens destroyed at egg farm in Minnesota 
67. 4/21/22 Plane crashes into and destroys General Mills 
68. 4/22/22 197,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
69. 4/23/22 200,000 Turkeys destroyed in Minnesota 
70. 4/25/22 1,501,200 chickens destroyed at egg farm Cache, Utah 
71. 4/26/22 307,400 chickens destroyed at farm Lancaster Pennsylvania 
72. 4/27/22 2,118,000 chickens destroyed at farm Knox, Nebraska 
73. 4/28/22 Egg-laying facility in Iowa kills 5.3 million chickens, fires 200-plus 
workers 
74. 4/28/22 Allen Harim Foods a chicken processing company based in Delaware 
killed nearly 2 million chickens 
75. 4/2822 110,700 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin 
76. 4/29/22 1,366,200 chickens destroyed at farm Weld Colorado 
77. 4/30/22 13,800 chickens destroyed at farm Sequoia Oklahoma 
78. 5/3/22 58,000 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin 
79. 5/3/22 118,900 Turkeys destroyed Beadle S Dakota 
80. 5/3/22 114,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
81. 5/3/22 118,900 Turkeys destroyed Lyon Minnesota 
82. 5/7/22 20,100 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin 
83. 5/10/22 72,300 chickens destroyed at farm Lancaster Pennsylvania 
84. 5/10/22 61,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
85. 5/10/22 35,100 Turkeys destroyed Muskegon, Michigan 
86. 5/13/22 10,500 Turkeys destroyed Barron Wisconsin 



87. 5/14/22 83,400 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
88. 5/17/22 79,00 chickens destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
89. 5/18/22 7,200 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
90. 5/19/22 Freight train derailment Jensen Beach FL 
91. 5/21/22 57,000 Turkeys destroyed on farm in Dakota Minnesota 
92. 5/23/22 4,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
93. 5/29/22 200,000 Chickens killed in fire in Minnesota 
94. 5/31/22 3,000,000 chickens chickens destroyed at Forsman egg farm facility in 
Stockholm Township, Minnesota 
95. 6/2/22 30,000 ducks destroyed at Duck farm Berks Pennsylvania 
 
Do secret Russian or American agents operate behind enemy lines in times of war? 
 
Here is an amazing coincidence.  In 1991 BBC 2 channel launched a new spy thriller 
series called "Sleepers".  It was about Russian agents posing as British infiltrating the 
highest ranks of the British establishment.  Now here is the kicker....their chief 
Russian protagonist infiltrating Britain and working secretly to promote Russian 
interests was their spy called .......Valodomyr Zylensky (yes same name as current 
Ukrainian president Valodomyr Zylensky which begs the question who comes out of 
this war better, Russia or the people of Ukraine?) 
 
This is so weird you might want to see the short trailer on Youtube for "Sleepers" at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvQ8mgSY6Wk 
 
Is God who knows the end from the beginning giving us some hints or just 
coincidence? 
 
The Economic War 
 
The other dimension of war is the economic war.  President Biden warned that he 
would sanction Russia so bad that their currency the ruble would be turned into 
"rubble".   The headline news this week.... 

Ruble returns to multi-year highs  
The Russian currency has continued to strengthen against the dollar and the euro in 
spite of sanctions.  Before the war it was 83 rubles for $1.  The weeks after sanctions 
it dropped to 130 rubles for $1.   Now it has strengthened to new highs of 53 rubles to 
the dollar.  The best performing currency this year in the world. 
 
And as America suffers with the highest inflation rates in 40 years, petrol prices at 
historic highs, diesel for trucks in short supply, energy costs at highest levels, what is 
the situation in Russia?  The lowest energy costs for petrol, diesel and gas in the 
world for Russian consumers. So whose economy is being destroyed by sanctions? 
 
Here is an added interesting fact.  20% of America's energy supply comes from 
nuclear power.  Russia supplies most of the enriched nuclear fuel for America's 
reactors. 
 
Monetary Policy Disaster 
 



The US Fed is facing a disaster decision.  What do they do about runaway inflation of 
prices?  They can kill inflation by destroying consumer demand through raising 
interest rates very high (like Volcker did in 1983) or they can continue to print money 
and ignore inflation.  Why keep interest rates low and print money?  Because the 
American govt needs trillions of revenue from debt to pay for the national budget 
since taxes do not bring in enough revenue. 
 
But if they raise interest rates then the $30 trillion of US government bond debt 
becomes impossible to repay with high bond rates.  They can either destroy the dollar 
through rampant inflation or they can support the dollar through high interest rates 
that will destroy the economy.  That is the choice for both the American Federal 
Reserve and the European Central Bank:  Save the value of the currency and destroy 
the economy with another Great Depression or destroy the value of the currency 
eventually but pay off the national $30 trillion debt with worthless dollars.  BTW I 
have a fresh printed Zimbabwe $50 trillion note as a reminder of what bad economics 
can do to a country and a currency. 
 
Russian interest rates are back down to pre-war levels and their economy and debt 
levels in excellent shape.  Russia is once again amassing a very large reserve every 
month of foreign exchange through sky high energy and food and commodity prices. 
 
The Shooting War in Ukraine 
 
How is the war in Ukraine going?  Terrible.  

US news site: Up to 1,000 Ukrainian soldiers killed or 
wounded daily in Donbass, Kiev says  

 WASHINGTON, June 16. /TASS/. Ukraine’s army in Donbass is suffering up to 
1,000 casualties per day, head of Ukraine’s ruling party's parliamentary faction 
David Arakhamia said during a visit to Washington, the Axios web portal reported 
on Wednesday. 

This war is almost over.  NATO and Ukraine have lost.  Ukraine will be carved up.  
Henry Kissinger as well as Nato Sec. Gen Stoltenberg have urged Zylensky to start 
negotiations with the realization and acceptance that territorial losses are inevitable. 
 
Iran and Israel 
 
Far from the war in Ukraine and international  crises in food, energy, climate, 
resources.....the Middle East is on the verge of war.  This week's headline: 

Israel and Iran: Five minutes to Armageddon?  

Israel and Iran are rapidly approaching an inflection point over Tehran’s nuclear 
program, and what was the atomic equivalent of a controlled clash between the two 
countries is now devolving into an unconstrained chain reaction. In late May, the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the United Nations agency tasked 
with globally overseeing nuclear technology and use, reported that Iran possesses 



enough fissile material to construct a nuclear bomb. Jerusalem’s long-feared 
specter of Tehran becoming an existential threat to Israel is now very real and 
imminent.More telling, however, is Iran’s decision to enrich its HEU stockpile to 60 
percent — a level significantly beyond the 3 percent to 5 percent HEU enrichment 
needed to produce fuel for medical experiments and nuclear power plants. 

There is something very strange about Iran's behaviour.  They are purposely and 
publically enriching their uranium to beyond reactor fuel grade to nuclear weapons 
grade.  And they have turned off the monitors in their nuclear fabrication centres and 
no more inspections. 
 
If you purposely want to invite an Israeli strike this is exactly what you would do! But 
why invite a strike?  You would only do that if you thought you could survive that 
strike but you have a hidden counter strike that will destroy Israel.  That is a price Iran 
is willing to pay apparently. 
 
But where would they get enough nuclear warheads to make such a strike a certainty? 
Here is a fact know in intelligence circles for a long time.... 

Russia's Atomic Nightmare: 100 Missing 'Suitcase' Nuclear 
Weapons 

The Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI) also published a report in September 1997 that 
quoted former Russian national security advisor Alexander Lebed, who claimed 
that the Russian military lost track of upwards of 100 nuclear suitcase bombs. 

Before its collapse in 1991, the Soviet Union produced more than 27,000 nuclear 
weapons, along with enough weapons-grade uranium and plutonium to build three 
times more weapons. Because of severe economic distress, widespread corruption, 
lax security, and dependency on the bureaucratic system, it has been feared that 
some nuclear weapons and or material may have been lost or stolen. 

The former Soviet republics of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine all returned 
Soviet-era nuclear weapons to post-communist Russia in the 1990s, but fears 
remain of how the weapons-grade stockpiles of uranium and plutonium could be 
used. A far greater fear is whether all the nuclear weapons have been properly 
accounted for.   
 
Could Iran or other international actors have bribed Soviet officials as the old Soviet 
Union disintegrated and poverty was everywhere, could millions of dollars have 
bought nuclear bombs or supplies of enriched uranium on the black market? If so does 
Iran possess any of those missing warheads? 
 
Conclusion this week..... 
Every prophecy interpretation you read that speaks of "One World Government" or 
Antichrist out of a EU world power, or the escape of Christians out of this world or 
Russia and Europe and China invading Israel....it is all wrong.  This is Tower of Babel 
time.  Nations and alliances and powers and treaties are going to fall apart.  
Regardless of what deep state operators plan, God laughs at the conspiracies of 



principalities and powers of this world.  The world system is crumbling socially, 
economically, politically and out of the coming world collapse will emerge a people 
of God who have the anointing of God to preach the Gospel of the Kingdom as per 
Luke 4:18-19 and it is Good News to the people of the earth.   
 
I do these occasional marches around the walls of Babylon prior to its fall to report to 
you the cracks in the wall, the sinking foundations on sand and the strife a division 
and debauchery behind the walls.....to encourage you to be of good cheer and look up 
to the armies of heaven around us ready to blow the 7th Trumpet....when the walls 
come down and we heal the nations, free the captives, and proclaim Jesus as Lord.  


